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577 responses (1 unique)

 

1.1.1.1. WhyWhyWhyWhy diddiddiddid youyouyouyou comecomecomecome totototo ourourourour websitewebsitewebsitewebsite today?today?today?today?

 

Alternatives Percent Value

1 Find course or programme information 61,6 % 353

2 Make an application 12,9 % 74

3 Learn about life in Lund 8,7 % 50

4 Learn about research at the University 3,7 % 21

5 Other, please specify 13,1 % 75

Total 573

 

make test test

learn about course and programmes in Lund University

to know the updates and research information

faculty research interests

see alternate studera.nu address

i lean doctorisam

to find an online programme in English Language and Literature.

Both to find course information and a calendar with important dates.

check information on Master Programes

interested studying in lund

i want the application form

aviation studies

Find information about the master degree I'm currently doing

Hospitality and tourism course

sch00l in europe,andask

looking for the admission office contact to help with a problem and miss-understanding regarding my application at studera

International Construction Management Course

get an update

Learn about LU's crest

To find out about PhD at LU

I would like to get some Lund University Sweat Shirts

test

OtherOther, please specify

test

Require further information about scholarships and working possibilities while following a Master programme at the university

Find out the admission information

Find information for exchange students

i want study in sweden as high qualification student master or above master please guide me

I AM PAKISTANI AND STUDY IN SWEDEN IN FUTHER PLAN PLEACE HELP ME

trying to find out how to download EndNote

staff directory

teaching and learning plan for the university

OtherOther, please specify

summer scholl

look for map of the campus

Interested in becoming an exchange student

find vacancies

Look for application deadlines!

Career services

Career services

pre-registration

To follow up for my application Regarding Managing People, Knowledge & Change

interested in a masterthesis at Lund

dream that I will get accepted here

student acommodation in lund

Research

both Find course or programme information and Make an application

I just cannot wait for the final announcement of admission T.T
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to know the specifice requirements of math for international students

to find a picture to use in an assignment. How pictures in LU webpage represent the discourse of education

Phd Application Form and Deadline

studing

find the web education.lu.se/sida/road.

To see progress of my application for MPH

to find the phone number of the admissions ofiice for master programmes

current events on campus

To check my status

Directory of Open Access Journals

Looking for a general information about university

PhD course

Learn about enrolling a guest student.

learn about exchange programs

find course/program info., know more about the school, and students' life, etc.....

find out the information about the acceptance procedure

show a friend

erasmus placements

Learn about introduction week

i want the inquiry of your admission anouncment last week

News item

learn about facilities for students

regarding admission for foodtechnology and nutrition

to pre-register

find Ladoc

find informations for homework

to find info about Lund and apply

 

2.2.2.2. WereWereWereWere youyouyouyou ableableableable totototo dodododo whatwhatwhatwhat youyouyouyou wanted?wanted?wanted?wanted?

 

Alternatives Percent Value

1 Yes 64,6 % 356

2 No 19,1 % 105

3 Not sure 16,3 % 90

Total 551

 

3.3.3.3. IfIfIfIf youyouyouyou couldcouldcouldcould notnotnotnot dodododo whatwhatwhatwhat youyouyouyou wanted,wanted,wanted,wanted, whywhywhywhy not?not?not?not?

 

test test test

other web site doesnt work

I think that the content(courses) of master courses

should be included.

because things sometimes are very much linked ...however if somebody dont want he may find present format working but for one who sure of

things its bit difficult..he end up in a loop..resta ll is fine

more detailed information on the course was required, e.g. modules, structure, compulsory sections, etc

the web page is displayin with error itdoes't open well

Iam a student of BA HONORS in mass communication/journalism at BNU(BEACONHOUSE NATIONAL UNIVERSITY) LAHORE PAKISTAN

and want to join the programme with you.ZOHAIB FARRUKH

Mail address----shahidfarrukh@gmail.com

This website is great ;)

the most problem of my is i cant translate some term into chinese,such as intermediate finance,i cant find the same course in my school,and

ECTS,we dont court credit hour in this way,and so on

There is no information about exchange courses offered in autumn 2008 yet.

I could not find the name of facultites joint with their research interests

Learn about faculty in Lund

hi my name is salman ilive in somali ilike to study i finishid in secondary and i dont have and our country has no any universal becouse ilive in

somali and somali is war countery

Certain exchange course information is not in English

I wanted an online programme for English Language and Literature.

It seems that if I follow different links I end up getting to different sets of information.

Following all of the exchange student links brings me to a different set of Physics courses offered in English then the direct link at

(http://edu.physics.lu.se/) does.

A calendar seems to be hard to find...

More about extra curricular activities and student life/sports would have been helpful.

Not enough links or ease or access. It took ages for me to find the list of courses in English, and even then... I'm not sure if that's all of them.

Wanted to find out if it is possible to be an exchange student when I come from Guinea-Bissau. I think that will only be found put if I contact
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directly to the exchange department.

First of all, I need more specific information about life in Lund such as pictures, more student reviews, more organized information about

accommodation, an example of current prices in Lund for some products, I did see some information but they were not clearly presented,ALSO

change the font of the site, colours are not appealing, make it more interactive and visual, put the University's distinctive marks on the front page

whatever that is: Business Studies or Chemistry, Research, International Environment, Appreciation of Sports or anything whatever, just make

it visible at first sight the message will be clearer

There is no information publish so far

complete list of documents required to process an application.

I could not find undergraduate course in law for independent students.

Can't find information about bachelor courses

I want to find information about admission in computer science, and i am having difficulties in finding the required details. :(

This link wasn't working:

http://www.nateko.lu.se/kurs/gisa01

I only try to see if i wii get through

I didn't find the course cataloogue specific for exchange students...the page cannot be found :((

i do

I want to study Accounting taught in English but Lund University doesn't have it.

The web site was only in Swedish langauge.

THERE IS NO INFORMATION ABOUT THE MASTER PROGRAM IN LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS (SPRÅK OCH

SPRÅKVETENSKAP) THAT IS STARTING THIS FALL.

i can do what i want

network problem

I could not find information concerning IELTS test report forms: should they be send directly from the test center or a copy of a test report form is

sufficient.

Everything else is excellent!

I really don't know the right person to ask help. If any one see this message I will be very thankful to email me at imabbh@mec.com.jo

The page is not really non-Swedish user friendly.

Clearly mention the jobs/vacancies listed on the main page. Provide hyper links to the departments.

thanks

i was looking forward to apply for admission in masters degree programme but failed , because the Submission date has overed so respected

sir what would you suggest for me.

coz i can not create new account and i do not know how i can do it can u help me?

i want to get master program in social research at Lund university

The search engine is poor

I need autum 2008 information..

I want to study in Lund University. I am student of B.Com (Hones) 4th semester. I want migration from Punjab University Lahore, Pakistan to

Lund University. If you give me a chance without fee or give me a loan or job, in Sweden to meet my educational expenditures. My email and

contact No. is (farmer_warbhou@yahoo.com , contact no. 03324166521).

I would like to apply for your school but studera.nu didn't work!

i have found which i want.thanks

reach the faculty of engineering website due to some error

I am having a hard time seeing what classes are being offered next Fall. I am supposed to start signing up for them in a matter of days, but I still

see courses for the current year and only some of them are for next Fall.

I wished to know ,if you a have a bachelor's degree in Peace and Development studies or bachelor's degree in social science . I also wished to

find out the application deadline for this autumn. but couldnot find what I was searching for.

suedip Joshi

suediproars@yahoo.com

I was looking for the procedure to follow to apply for a PhD at Faculty of Medicine. It is not clear when to do it and how. Financial aid indicated

dates 2002. There is not a study plan

comfuse when i look at the information, there is some design problem of the website---From multimedia designer

I was unsure looking while looking for classes that were in the summer only. The course schedule was difficult for me to understand particularly

with differentiating between courses for only the summer.

First, the English version is chaotic, and so many programme has very few details about courses and professor's background. I am so sad

about it (for example, Film and media production.) and many many links are only in Swedish........I am so so so disappointed as an exchange

student

I found it, but it was easier to use google to find the course in Lund University's website instead of the search option of the website.

can not open web page

Hi

I am mehadi hasan feroz.I am student of Bangladesh university of sociology department.I want to go lound university but idont know how

possible it.I need a job beside study.please send me more information.

Master in language and linguistics

Most of the links I clicked on were in Swedish so I couldn't understand them

application!why this important part doesnt show in main links.this website make me confusing! there are too much links in web

I didn't find an M.A. program for Defence studies and too scholarships availability for avarage needy students

The site is a bit complicated, cannot be called user-friendly. To find the information I need by opening www.lu.se is not an easy task, although

the links from other web pages such as www.studyinsweden.se or www.iiiee.lu.se hint exactly to the point.

But I have found what I needed, thank you very much :)

Numerous dead links.

I need to do a Biomedicine Bachelor programm in English but i am a free mover foreign student!!
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the courses were not offered at the university

The page where PhD posts are advertised comes only in Swedish. Also, most of the pdf files on that page come in swedish only.

I want to see about ordering some Lund University T-shirts or sweatshirts. Thank you, Kristin Lund

pinkshimmer1975@yahoo.com

please put more pictures of lund and flats of housing. sometimes it's better to see than to read

I strongly believe that the Lund University Web Site, is a mess, a complete mess. I think that you could gain a lot be simplifying it instead of

making people enter in a never ending turning wheel. It is quite stressful and not user friendly at all.

I hope I could have been of some assistance, good luck for further developments.

Wanted to know more about D university & D course...........

on course description there are no description if course is for basic or student with academic exp. and as well are there any eligbility

your information dosn't help me.

i was searching some information about cost of life scholarship program and dormitory,but can't find enough info.

egards

javad shafiei

j_shafiei@civil.sharif.edu

not sure about which courses are offered in next round of application and also are there separate deadlines for EU students?

Not quite understanding how to choose a programme or a course

test

test

i could not find the course that usefull for me or not in the time that i need.

i should search in stodera.nu not like before now it takes more time.

It's not that comprehensive and navigation is a bit hard.

I am planning to apply for a Phd study in Lund University but I could not read about the courses in Gender Studies programme, I think there is a

problem with the website:

http://www.sam.lu.se/courses-in-english

A lot of the pages weren't available in English

I would have liked more information about accommodation at Lund University (the system of student accommodation seems very different to the

situation in Australia that I am used to).

couldnt find clinical pharmacy course

the link in social and economic geography department's english lessons for bachelor degree didn't work.

All the information is somehow scattered. There is no one unite list of courses available for exchange students.

In general the english version of the website looks less complete and more outdated in comparison to the swedish version. Also the information

for exchange students is probably scarse. I'd like to comment on the fact that regarding application deadlines for international students, the lu.se

site is contradictory with what lth.se site says.

i am master in english but want to improve my subject of intrest in sweden university

It is impossible to find anything on the page

I didnt find a description of a Master's Programme: "Master Programme in Social Sciences, Social Work, 120.0 ECTS credits"

there is too little information and news in english.

too difficult to move from France!

IT WAS VERY HARD AND LONG PROCESS TO APPLY TO SPECIFIC COURSE, IN THE PAST WE COULD DO THIS EASILY (

WITHOUT STUDERA.NU)

I wanted to complete the Self-evalution test: Level 1 to see (in advance) if I could successfully apply next year. However the links start from

Level 2 even though Level 1 entry is constantly mentioned on the page.

sir i like your university. and i am international student. and my wish i

come in your university and study about

films studies. and i complete 12 years eduction in pakistan.first i read english course and start film studies. thanks

It's because i don't have the necessary information from my home university

i want to come youe university and read english course and film studies. and name is noshirwan

to find programs and courses are easy on this web site. but once i find the program i'm interested in, deepening the research is so confusing.

i've to click on number of links to find answer i want such as admission. in other words, the information of specific courses and programs should

be structured as simple as possible.

but i've to say that the site is much improved compared to a year ago. it was mess at that time.

I wanted to re fill my application form which I already submitted but I could not print it because of printing problem.

No link from the home page - expected something for T&L of similar lelve to rEsearch or Libraries etc.

Post graduate and Ph.D application

the aviation department doesn't have specific requirements for foreign students, for example is the knowledge of swedish required

I applied for Masters Course in LU. For that reason I've to ovserve my page at studera as well as in concern Notice board. But Notice Boards

are not updated weekly/monthly. Would you pls ensure the updation of Notice, unless then we not received our information. It is suggested for

no

emails. So that Notice board can help us.

I am unable to find information about any subjects, history and French subjects in particular. I need to know about assessment and class hours,

yet was unable to locate any subject handbook or any other useful information.

I don't find anymore the phd program in Kultur Semiotic with Göran Sönesson...

dont know if its possible to apply for a master programme starting im september, if im only graduating in june?

I was not able to find all the information I was surching for.

The website says "the pre-resistration will be opened on April 1st",but now it still hasn't been opened yet! I can not continue my application.

I was looking for courses that I could take as part of my masters in asian studies. Integration between the various departments could be

improved greatly.

The location of the campus map does not appear to be obvious.
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can't find exactly the course's conditions

Some information were available only in Swedish.

I can't find a link to the vacancies/jobs available at Lund University

Page not available

The webiste is good in itself I would put it 14/20

But sometimes you expect to go deeper in another part fo find an information and the link puts you back to a place you were before!(but with a

different name than the link so that you don't expect it).

I have difficulties to find the course code of a course entitled Strategic Management and IT. It was present on February but it seems to have

been

removed. It is not in LTH offered courses nor in the Management section masters of Lund University.

Help and Advice! ???

Why not Career Services?

not found it yet

Us Brits are well, kinda, you know - dim, and get very confused when Studera seems to want a school leaving record, and yet I left school over

30 years ago, and have no way of getting the record. I do not know if I still apply through Studera or straight to the Swedish University...

I could not find sufficient information concerning the everyday life of a student at Lund University (eg the possibilities to find part-time work while

studying)

how to apply , aplication form

I had problems getting syllabi and more information in English for studies in Ecology and Biology.

Sometimes we cannot get the latest application imformation.

some news

I applied through Studera.nu and wanted to know if any updates are available at University website.It would have been great if any update was

aavailable. However, this was something Desired not expected. I hope this feedback is helpful and worth implementing for university.

The website is disorganised. Go to www.uwindsor.ca to see a straight forward & easy to understand University website.

Wanted to find out if you do conduct a PhD progamme in Informatics via distance.

för att informationen om kurserna bara står på engelska för de internationella masterstudenterna. Det finns knappt någon information för oss

som

läser kandidat enligt det gamla systemet.

i cant find your courses in the studera website for me to add to my basket

No information regarding acommodation is given on the website.

Very sorry to add this but if you pay soem attentiuon on it it would be very conveneince for us(ie student): the site server is very very slow.

Thank you!

i could'nt able to complete the application due to the server inactive as well as language transition from English into Swedish.

i could not download my application form

I could not find the adress where to send my application. the information on the pages are so scattered it is impossible to find your way round.

especially contact information. all information should be gathered more logically

I wanted to find a bachlor course in english,but there are not much courses in english. I hope you will provide more courses in english for

international students.

i wanas get admission in a good institution. to build my future.

It's mid April, It was supposed to be announced by now.

Although I know it is delayed until 29th April, I check every single hour, I feel uneasy.

Sorry, I think your website is less stylish than one of KTH.

i wanted to to get admission in lund. besideds the general requirement i wanted to know the math specific requirement. but i could't find. i send

my documents according to the basic requirement but my documents has rejected by saying that u dont meet the course specific requirement.

apply online

i was lokking for courses in english language but there were jaust a few.

no

thats why

because the section for application for summer courses was not providing any relevant information. If it's too late - write that!

I don't find the Ph.D. Application Form and deadline for Ph.d.

I am not sure that the course I was looking for it exist for PhD students

there're not as many image about the university as i would like to see

because i can not the website education.lu.se/sida/road.

The daily events calendar should be in a more obvious location on the front page!

Finding courses is very difficult on this website! the engineering department is the only department I have been able to find available courses

and read about them.

I'm hoping to become an exchange student at Lund, there is an exchange student from Lund in one of my classes and he could not help me find

the courses Im looking for!

i do not understand this question.

1 con not do what i want in daily life.

1-The web site has not a good structure for reach to information.

2- Not enough and incomplete in information in English.

I have one suggestion , why do you not ask your web development team to add the header "WWW." to the main website . when you type in the

address bar lu.se it show nothing you have to type www.lu.se . I hope to useful in the improvement of the website.

Regards.

i wanted to apply for admission as master programm in Geo- Information

I am looking for scholarship (from FAO, EGU, etc.) in PhD level in the fields of:

1- SDI of Iran

2- Cadastre of Iran

3- Hazard (earthquake/flood) risk assessment and modeling
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4-Integration of multi-scale remote sensing imagery and vector datasets

i am applying for Erasmus Mundus and i need a list of courses for international exchange students for 2009-2010 academic year, to register and

at least plan my future studies in Lund.

limited number of courses in english available for autumn2008

I am an Australian student and am applying for an exchange placement to Lund. I just wanted to find out what type of extra curricular activities I

could be part of, for example sporting groups or voluntary environmental projects etc.

Maybe its better to give us some info. during the selection period, waiting and waiting is killing.....

I did not find the information about the pre-registration deadlines and further documunetation which is required to join Lund. There is no the

information I needed

i wanted to search for master program in computer science but i couldnt find it, may be this university doesnt offer such program...

I was looking for PhD program and couldn't find.

website not clear enough or states small amount of information

I could find the starting date, however I could not find anything related with orientation week.

I would love to know which date I should arrive at Lund to buy the fligt ticket.

i want tocomplete my study in english in lund university

the link to the program I was searching for unfortunately didnt work. it was the link to visual culture

There is no news on your website

Make a list of new research , articles on your site like other universities do

I came from here :

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/08/070802182122.htm

hth

Gys de Jongh

too late...

I hope I filled in the application properly. There is a lot of information on this site and I found some things on one page and after that on another

page, that is kind of confusing. And beside that, my Erasmus coordinator from Bucharest gave me information that was slightly different (from

your coordinator, of course). It would be better to place the info just in one place, for different categories of exchange - Erasmus or some other

agreements that you have! Anyway, I'm excited about comeing to Lund this fall! :)

Lack of course syllabus for consideration.

Should have much more information of facilities, alumni and employment

I want to know that when the tern begins of master is, but I could not find it, maybe I need to seach again. If you can tell me, I will very thank for

it.

My email is: kimjr86@126.com

admission letter for food technology and nutrition for thisjune-2008,course.how can i,know, for my son.please let me know.my e-mail is

narayananreddiar@topmail.co.in

Because I was looking for a date and place of a Helsingborg orchestra concert...And I could not find it, whereas it had to take place in the

University main building!

More information on how non-exchange students should apply to the university. I was a little confused with the information offered. Other than

that, it was a useful and helpful site.

I could not find information about masters programs,to be clear,there is no description about the programs you offer for masters.I am from

Kazakhstan and recently I have applied to the exchange program.I have chosen the master program 16.4 European Studies,regional integration

and internal relations.There is no info.
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